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The syntax and semantics of low verbal structure can be determined by investigating
‘truncated’ VPs, i.e. VPs embedded under nominalising or adjectivising projections. The logic
of this approach is explained in Tatevosov (2011, 2017), who applies it to prefixes and derived
nominals in Russian. The present work extends this method to the secondary imperfective
suffix in Polish. Specifically, I analyse two constructions which lack the high verbal projections
present in (1a), but which nonetheless preserve the 2IMP suffix, as schematised in (1b).
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The constructions in question are: i) adverbs derived form present active -ąc participles, and
ii) -acz/-arka agentive nominalisations. Both of them are derivable from bare and secondary
imperfectives to the exclusion of perfective stems. Note that the 2IMP suffix has two allomorphs
in Polish, -aj and -ywa, which are emphasised in boldface below (Czaykowska-Higgins 1998).
Starting with (i), observe that the suffixes -aj / -ywa (the latter realised as -uj in this context)
appear in adverbs derived from present active participles (henceforth, PAs). As illustrated in
(2), PAs can be formed from (object) experiencer verbs such as prze-raż-(i)-a(j)-ć ‘to terrify’
as well as from judgement verbs (Levin 1993) such as roz-kaz-(a)-ywa-ć ‘to command’.
Crucially, there are no PAs derived from prototypical activity verbs such as wy-cier-a(j)-ć ‘to
wipe’, cf. (3). This is surprising, since PAs are manner adverbs. As such, they should be able
to identify the manner component in a decomposed manner + result construction, with the
result component expressed by the verb (cf. Harley 2005, Acedo-Matellán & Mateu 2012).
(2) Spojrzał na nią prze-prasz-(i)-aj-ąc-o / roz-kaz-(a)-uj-ąc-o /
looked at her through-ask-TH-IMP-PART-ADV apart-order- TH-IMP-PART-ADV
‘He looked at her apologisingly / commandingly / terrifyingly.’

prze-raż-(i)-aj-ąc-o
through-strike-TH-IMP-PART-ADV

(3) Adam czyścił podłogę *wy-cier-aj-ąc-o /
*za-miat-aj-ąc-o /
behind-sweep-2IMP-PART-ADV
out-wipe-2
IMP
PART
ADV
Adam cleaned floor
‘Adam cleaned the floor *wipingly / *sweepingly / *scrubbingly.’
Cf. ‘Adam wiped / swept / scrubbed the floor clean.’

*szor-uj-ąc-o
scrub-TH-PART-ADV

Manner adverbs modify existing events rather than introduce new ones. This means that all
manner adverbs, including PAs, are [-event] (i.e. they do not involve event closure). As has
often been noted, [-event] constructions systematically lack Argument Structure (Grimshaw
1990, van Hout & Roeper 1998, Borer 2013). For example, the [-event] adverb in (4b) does
not inherit the complement of the corresponding adjective in (4a). In a similar vein, the PA in
(5b) is incompatible with the arguments and adjuncts associated with its participial source (5a).
In spite of this, the Adverbial Causative Construction (5b) is fully productive in Polish, with
the proviso that the subject must be interpreted as Stimulus/Cause rather than Agent/Inititator.
(4) a. proud of his son
b. proudly (*of his son)
(5) a. Kawa nam
pomogła, roz-budz-(i)-aj-ąc
apart-wake-TH-2IMP-PART
Coffee us.DAT helped

nas stopniowo do pracy
us gradually to work

b. Kawa podziałała na nas roz-budz-(i)-aj-ąc-o
Coffee affected
on us apart-wake-TH-2IMP-PART-ADV
Cf. ‘The coffee had an energising effect on us.’
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The morphological structure of a PA like rozczarowująco ‘disappointingly’ motivates the
syntactic decomposition in (6). I assume that theme vowels realise the category-defining head
v (Svenonius 2004, Biskup 2019) and that 2IMP merges on top of v. Given this analysis, we
must conclude that neither v nor 2IMP are sufficient to license [+event] (pace Harley 2009).
If v and 2IMP do not license [+event], then what does? I follow Borer (2005, 2013) in linking
[+event] to the functional head introducing the external argument, call it Voice-Event. The
semantic restrictions on PAs might then follow from the absence of this functional head in (6).
Suppose that Stimuli/Causes can be introduced by a ‘flavour’ of v, but that Voice-Event is
necessary to license Agents/Initiators. Suppose further that activity verbs like wy-cier-a(j)-ć
‘to wipe’ conceptually entail an Agent/Initiator, but that this argument must still be licensed in
the syntax, e.g. by Voice-Event. In this way, we correctly rule out *wy-cier-aj-ąc-o in (3).
Next, consider the agentive nominalisations in (7). Their referent corresponds to the external
argument of the underlying verb. The internal argument, if present, takes the form of a genitive
complement. Crucially, -acz/-arka nominals contain theme vowels as well as the 2IMP suffix.
(7) a. od-gruz-ow(a)-yw(a)-acz mieszkań
from-rubble-TH-2IMP-N
flats.GEN
‘declutterer of apartments’

b. wy-ład-ow(a)-yw(a)-arka
out-load-TH-2IMP-N
‘unloader of products’

towaru
product.GEN

Rappaport Hovav & Levin (1992) distinguish between [+event] and [-event] -er nominals in
English. [+event] nominals take genitive complements and give rise to event entailments. In
contrast, [-event] nominal lack complements and do not imply events. To give an example from
Polish, (8a) preferentially refers to a person or a machine (Agent/Initiator) that has erased some
ink in the past. In contrast, (8b) is ambiguous between Agent and Instrument, and it does not
entail the existence of any ink-erasing events. (The optional PP forces the Instrument reading.)
(8) a. z-maz-(a)-yw(a)-acz atramentu
b. z-maz-(a)-yw(a)-acz
(do atramentu)
from-blot-TH-2IMP-N ink.GEN
out-load-TH-2IMP-N
for ink.GEN
‘eraser of ink’
‘(ink) eraser’
Following van Hout & Roeper (1998), I assume that the [+event] / [-event] ambiguity has a
structural source (cf. Alexiadou & Schäfer 2010 for a different view). On this analysis, [+event]
nominals embed Voice-Event (9a), while [-event] nominals do not (9b). In the latter case, the
role of Agent/Initiator is contributed directly by the nominaliser -acz/-arka. Once again, we
find that v and 2IMP do not give rise to event entailments and Argument Structure in (8b)/(9b).
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How do deverbal formations inform our understanding of the 2IMP suffix? As already
mentioned, 2IMP is not sufficient for the emergence of event and argument structure, i.e. it does
not entail [+event]. Furthermore, 2IMP occurs in constructions which lack the Voice-Event
projection, cf. (5)/(8b). Assuming that heads which ‘go missing’ in deverbal formations are
structurally higher than those which remain, I conclude that 2IMP is below Voice-Event.
Finally, the relatively low position of 2IMP indicates that the semantics of this head should not
be modelled at the level of temporal relations. This is especially so since the PAs in (1)/(4b)
are event modifiers: their type is ⟨st, st⟩. It follows that 2IMP cannot be involved in the shift
from predicates of events ⟨s, t⟩ to predicates of times ⟨i, t⟩ (pace Ramchand 2008). Rather, 2IMP
is an inner-aspectual operator which either binds off the result state introduced by the prefix
(Tatevosov 2015, 2017) or asserts that the event predicate is homogenous (Łazorczyk 2010).
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